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Today's playlist: CSE 121 lecture beats 24sp
Announcements, Reminders

- P2 due next Tuesday, May 14\textsuperscript{th}
- R4 released, due next Thursday May 16\textsuperscript{th}
- Quiz 2 in 2 weeks (Thursday, May 23\textsuperscript{rd})
  - will include everything up to next Wed’s lecture
- Reminder: “Course Grades” section of website & “minimum grade guarantee estimator”
Feedback & Closing the Loop: The Good

- Your TAs (esp. quiz sections) :)  
- Practice Quizzes & Problems  
- Pre-class materials  
- Lectures (esp. live coding & interaction)  
- Assignments broken up step-by-step  
- Website  
- New: glossary (shoutout Hannah S & Trey)
Feedback & Closing the Loop: Suggestions

- Even more practice quizzes (& problems)!
  - we’re on it! (esp. for the final)
- More time spent in section on problems
  - starting a conversation with TAs on this!
- More examples & exercises in-class
  - hard with time constraints, but will try!
- More code quality in lecture,
  More pauses in lecture to ask questions
  - both great points – will do!
Feedback & Closing the Loop: in closing…

Practice problems! (in order of relevance)
1. Practice quizzes, section problems with a ⭐
2. General Section materials
3. Pre-class & Lecture Problems
4. Practicelt

Reading specifications carefully is a skill!
• “Fun” fact: Matt has to read specs too…

Matt will follow up w/ an Ed post with more details!